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THE ARTICLE INTRODUCES AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH

to studying music’s extrinsic meanings, based on the
idea of musical topos as a set of musical entities that is
delimited and furnished with meaning by extramusical
associations in a listener population. The proposed
methodology involves free, associative responses as
well as responses on semantic variables addressing the
imagery. After deriving potential topical structures for
a given musical domain from the quantitative results,
the structures are substantiated by using them to guide
a rule-based, qualitative analysis of the free responses.
The approach allows a view to the topical organization
of a musical domain in which the identity of each
musical topos is fixed in extrinsic terms, by a set of
semantic fields that is unique to the topos in question.
An application of the approach to contemporary
‘‘motivational’’ production music yields an organiza-
tion of such semantic fields into three topical cate-
gories—INTIMACY, POTENCY, and SPEED.
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I T IS SOMETIMES ARGUED THAT MUSIC DOES NOT

truly represent anything, because unlike in visual
art—where understanding of a picture requires

grasping its represented content—the same is not quite
true of music: we might understand a lot about Debussy’s
La Mer even without knowing that it is about the sea
(Scruton, 1997, p. 131). But even if this is true of our
experience of individual musical works, it seems equally
clear that understanding the whole cultural phenome-
non of music requires acknowledging how music often
works as if it represented or meant something beyond
itself. For many of us, music evokes images of landscapes,
describes moods, narrates stories, or suggests attitudes or

values. Even while acknowledging the problems in
strictly separating the musical and the extramusical,
many theorists have deemed it useful to find ways of
referring to the ‘‘nonmusical’’ meanings that emerge in
musical contexts. Some have called these music’s ‘‘desig-
native’’ (Meyer, 1956), ‘‘extrageneric’’ (Coker, 1972), ‘‘ref-
erential’’ (Trainor & Trehub, 1992), or ‘‘extrinsic
meanings’’ (Hargreaves, Hargreaves, & North, 2012), or
understood them as ‘‘communication of extramusical
experience’’ (Ferguson, 1960), as ‘‘semantic content’’
(Bicknell, 2002), as ‘‘representationality’’ (Rowland,
2007), as ‘‘extroversive semiosis’’ (Agawu, 1991), or just
simply as ‘‘signs’’ (e.g., Tarasti, 2002). Others have pre-
ferred to speak of ‘‘inner images’’ (Gabrielsson, 2011),
‘‘associative responses’’ (Hargreaves & Colman, 1981),
‘‘programmatic hearing’’ (Hofmann, 2011), ‘‘paramusi-
cal fields of connotation’’ (Tagg, 2013), ‘‘cross-domain
metaphors’’ (Spitzer, 2004), or ‘‘priming of knowledge’’
(North, MacKenzie, Law, & Hargreaves, 2004), or have
postulated a special ‘‘semantic listening mode’’ (Chion,
2013; Tuuri & Eerola, 2012). Despite the different impli-
cations in terms of whether listeners are taken to inter-
pret music in terms of extrinsic meaning or to associate it
with extrinsic meanings—or perhaps even to perceive
meaning in ‘‘what the sounds specify’’ (Clarke, 2005;
Dibben, 2001)—there appears to be a large consensus
that music can importantly function as a carrier of extra-
musical meaning. Quite often, the implication is not
merely that music might help any personally significant
imagery to emerge from one’s psyche (as some music
therapists would hope; cf. Bonny, 2002), but that it is the
music that means—or is taken to mean—something
extramusical.

A good share of thinking concerning music’s extra-
musical meanings has been based on a methodological
premise that could be called analytical reductionism—
the recommendation that meaning is best sought on the
level of individual musical parameters or types of indi-
vidual musical entities. In an extreme version such as
Cooke’s (1959), the claim would be that musical and
extramusical domains are correlated by one-to-one
mappings between individual musical and semantic
features. Inspired by natural language with its referential
lexicon and compositional semantics, Cooke (1959) set
out to ‘‘discover exactly how music functions as a
language [and] to establish the terms of its vocabulary’’
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(p. 34). Such views are optimistic: if we first learn how
individual musical parameters affect ascriptions of mean-
ing, perhaps broader views of musical signification might
thereafter be constructed from the bottom up, quite like
the meanings of sentences could be compositionally
determined by their constituent expressions. And indeed,
there is evidence from language itself concerning sound
symbolism on the level of phoneme-level units (see
Nuckolls, 1999), suggesting that there may be some uni-
versal basis for piecemeal correlations between sound
and meaning.

Cooke’s somewhat outdated essentialism aside, in
more moderate forms the basic approach of analytical
reductionism has greatly assisted empirical research
into musical meaning. Much of the empirical research
on the emotional, expressive, and more broadly seman-
tic connotations of music has proceeded as a search for
correlations between musical and nonmusical domains.
On the basis of this work, we understand, say, how
semantic terms might fit musical intervals (e.g., Costa,
Ricci Bitti, & Bonfiglioli, 2000), how individual musical
parameters might influence listeners’ affective judg-
ments of heard music (e.g., Gomez & Danuser, 2007;
Mote, 2011), and how musical parameters might find
cross-domain mappings in the spatial domain (e.g.,
Eitan & Granot, 2006; Eitan & Timmers, 2010). In focus-
ing on simple perceptual features of music, these lines of
research are congenial to larger questions concerning
cross-modal correspondences in human perception and
understanding (for a review, see Spence, 2011). For
example, if people tend to match higher pitch with bright
visual surfaces (Wicker, 1968), this might help to account
for certain kinds of visual imagery evoked by music
alone. Further support for the idea of simple musical
entities as semantic units comes from neurophysiological
research showing that musical elements such as chords
may activate affective semantic meanings on a neural
level (for a review, see Koelsch 2011).

As already seen in Francès’ (1988) pioneering study of
free associative responses in the 1950’s, the wish to
explain listeners’ extrinsic understandings by musical
properties easily ends up in discussions of general
kinetic or spatial schemes suggested by the musical
materials. Some extrinsic listener responses might,
indeed, quite comfortably be linked to musical structure
by way of spatial metaphors or image schemas (e.g.,
Rautio, 2007; cf. Larson, 2012). Nonetheless, there
remains a tangible gap between empirical results of the
above-mentioned kind and broader kinds of signifi-
cance that listeners seem to associate with music. The
current musicological understanding is that music
may take on social, political, religious, gender-related,

or other kinds of cultural significance, and that it may
therefore assume a role in the construction of our per-
sonal and sociocultural identities. Whereas these ideas
are common in music analysis or the sociology of music,
empirical research with music listeners has largely
tended to avoid discussing such broader kinds of extra-
musical meaning formation—to the extent that some
have called for a ‘‘cultural turn’’ in the psychology of
music (Allesch & Krakauer, 2005-2006).

Relevant empirical studies on broader extrinsic mean-
ings are, indeed, still too few and methodologically too
sporadic to allow systematic comparison, but at least
they suggest that broader kinds of meaning attribution
can be observed. For instance, listeners have been
shown to associate heard music with gender (Tagg,
1989), with religious and cultural ideas (Johnson,
2003), with social contexts and physical spaces in which
the sounds were made (Dibben, 2001), and with moral
and political concepts (Shevy, 2008). While extramusi-
cal imagery does figure prominently in experts’ inter-
pretations of music (cf. Bicknell, 2002), it appears to be
especially common in nonmusicians’ accounts of their
listening experience (Flowers, 1984; Larsen & Whitaker,
2013), Moreover, extrinsic associations may be rather
systematic: Wagner’s leitmotifs may acquire character-
istic semantic profiles even for listeners not familiar
with the music (HaCohen & Wagner, 1997), and even
small children may successfully match music with nat-
ural category terms intended by the composer (Hof-
mann, 2011; Trainor & Trehub, 1992), or agree on the
fairy tale characters that particular musical excerpts are
best associated with (Hofmann, 2011). There are also
indications that reliance on extramusical imagery in
descriptions of heard music might depend on the listen-
ers’ cultural background (Morrison & Yeh, 1999).
Finally, it is useful to note that much extrinsic signifi-
cation might be activated even without actual heard
sound—consider, for instance, gender stereotypes asso-
ciated with musical instruments (for a review, see Wych,
2012).

Perhaps the most ambitious empirical listening study
in this scattered field of research has been Philip Tagg’s
research on the ‘‘visual-verbal associations’’ (VVAs) eli-
cited by television title tunes (Tagg & Clarida, 2003; cf.
Tagg, 1989, 2006, 2013). Tagg’s approach is to take
freely written, associative responses to heard music,
‘‘discretize’’ them into smaller conceptual units, and find
a classification for these units that shows the breadth of
meaning in play in our encounters with music. A char-
acteristic feature of Tagg’s detailed classification is that it
contains categories related to such things as social con-
text, social class, geographical location, or gender, but not
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as higher-order categories constructed out of simpler
emotional or movement qualities (or the like), but rather
as parallel, separate classes. In other words, what was
above referred to as ‘‘broader kinds of significance’’ are
here seen as low-level associative units of meaning in their
own right, and hence ultimately within the reach of an
analytical reductionist strategy. In Tagg’s (2013) semiotic
terminology, music indeed consists of ‘‘musemes,’’ small
music-structural elements each of which comes with their
culturally ingrained semiotic properties. Given that he
takes musical similarity relations to be analyzable with
reference to simpler music-structural elements, Tagg’s
semiotic project as a whole has an air of compositionality
about it: if we know what each of the structural units mean
(in a given culture), we should get closer to the extramu-
sical significance of a larger piece of music as a whole just
by seeing how these units are combined.

In discussing the dearth of listening studies concern-
ing musical meaning, Clarke (2005, p. 193) explains it
by ‘‘a widespread assumption within the psychology of
music that the perception and interpretation of musical
structures should be the central focus of listening
research’’—because of this assumption, ‘‘the question
of what different kinds of listeners actually hear [ . . . ]
has been sidelined as a more sociological issue.’’ In the
present article, we want to question this music-structural
focus by approaching extrinsic meanings without the
premise of analytical reductionism—without seeking to
pinpoint the musical features or parameters responsible
for given units of meaning. In our view, music-structural
entities should not quite self-evidently be given center
stage in discussions of musical meaning: musical tradi-
tions and their particular stylistic features come and go,
and it may be that some extramusical meanings (love,
feast, death, etc.) have more stability and perseverance in
human culture than some of their particular musical
carriers do. This opens the question of whether and how
our categorization and understanding of musical entities
might also be driven by our extrinsic concepts, and hence
by our semantic modes of listening. An appropriate
response to this question would constitute, in effect, an
extrinsic theory of extrinsic meaning in music. The quest
for such an account may usefully begin from what are
known as musical topics.

TYPOLOGIZATION OF TOPOI

The rhetorical concept of topos (Gr. � ó�o&, pl. � ó�o�;
‘‘place,’’ metaph. ‘‘commonplace’’) was introduced to
contemporary music scholarship by Ratner (1980), who
observed that 18th century composers often organized
their music around musical figures and styles that car-
ried conventionalized extramusical meanings. Ratner’s

exposition of topoi covered dances associated with spe-
cific sociocultural backgrounds (e.g., the minuet, bour-
rée, and contredanse, representing ‘‘high,’’ ‘‘middle,’’
and ‘‘low’’ styles, respectively), characteristic figures
(e.g., fanfares with hunting and military associations),
as well as broader stylistic complexes like the Singing
Style, Storm and Stress (Ger. Sturm und Drang), or
Sensibility (Ger. Empfindsamkeit). Following Ratner’s
lead, most of the research on musical topics
has concentrated on music of the classical period, iden-
tifying topoi and topical processes in the work of com-
posers such as Mozart and Haydn (e.g., Allanbrook,
1983, 1992; Agawu, 1991; Hatten, 1994, 2004; Linjama,
2002; Monelle, 2000, 2006; Ratner, 1991). Much of the
interest has had to do with whether topoi, despite being
‘‘programs of surface structure’’ (Tarasti, 1994, p. 26),
could also assume a role in larger-scale accounts of
musical form, process, or narrative (e.g., Agawu, 1991;
Almén, 2008; Caplin, 2005; Hatten, 1994). In one of the
few empirical, music-psychological studies on musical
topoi, Krumhansl (1998) approaches topics from this
very perspective—by showing that even less schooled
listeners may be able to parse musical large-scale struc-
tures in accordance with a topical analysis provided by
an expert analyst. With the exception of Margulis’
(2014) empirical study concerning the relationship
between classical topics and syntactic surprises, the con-
tributions in the recent, impressive Oxford Handbook of
Topic Theory (Mirka, 2014) continue to situate topics in
the disciplinary frameworks of music analysis and his-
torical musicology.

For Ratner’s followers, then, topical research is basi-
cally a strand of semiotically informed musical analysis.
This not only means that it largely ‘‘depends on old-
fashioned style analysis’’ (Agawu, 1999, p. 157) for its
technical aspects, but also that its attributions of musical
meaning stem from the interpretive skill of the music
analyst, informed by what is known about the socio-
historical and ideological landscape of the composer.
For studying the social and cultural meanings attached
to Mozart’s music in its original context, this has to be
so: what the different stylistic threads of his musical
weavings might have meant to the urban elite of late
18th century Europe can only be accessed through his-
torical records and an empathetic attitude. What is left
open, of course, is whether the topical interpretations of
the analysts actually succeed in modeling the extrinsic
reactions of Mozart’s contemporaries—or of any other
broader listener population, for that matter. The same is
true of Mak’s (2011) rare application of topical terminol-
ogy to describe contemporary, culturally contingent sig-
nifications of music: her descriptions of opera music’s
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potential extrinsic meanings in different cultural con-
texts remain traditional semiotic readings at heart.

Our research is motivated by the working hypothesis
that the concept of musical topos, far from only being
appropriate for an interpretive approach to the music of
a bygone age, might actually capture an important phe-
nomenon in our contemporary musical culture(s). The
starting point is the idea that extramusical meaning-
making could fruitfully be described as happening on
the level of complex musical textures, stylistic cate-
gories, or what Tagg (2013) has called composite ‘‘now
sounds.’’ Like the transition from learned counterpoint
to opera buffa style in Mozart may have been accompa-
nied by a sudden change in the emotional and social
associations evoked in 18th century listeners, quite sim-
ilarly we immediately recognize the shifts of attitudinal
and social emphasis when switching between the stations
in our car radio (cf. Gjerdingen & Perrott, 2008). How-
ever, rather than treating the phenomenon on a stimu-
lus–response model in which one inquires into the
associative effects of fixed musical style categories, we
propose that the formation of musical categories them-
selves might be informed by the organization of extra-
musical imagery in some group of listeners. To set the
stage, we hence provide the following provisional
definition:

(MT) Musical topos ¼def a set of musical entities,
as delimited and coherently furnished with meaning
by consistent trends of shared extramusical asso-
ciations in a significant majority of a given listener
population.

Notice that according to this definition, musical topoi
are not just a separate kind of meaning category along-
side emotional, motion-related, social, narrative, and
other kinds of extrinsic meaning (as implied by, e.g.,
Patel, 2008), but something that may organize any
extrinsic meanings appearing in a musical culture. Ide-
ally this means that musical entities (passages, textures,
sounds, whole compositions, etc.) could be grouped
together by similarity of the sets of extramusical asso-
ciations they evoke. By itself, this claim should hardly be
controversial, considering that music publishers and
record companies have long compiled music for special
functions (funerals, relaxing, etc.), apparently based on
the moods and extramusical imagery evoked by the
pieces in question. What seems more open to discussion
is how such phenomena might best be studied in empir-
ical terms.

Our approach follows the general idea of extensional
classification in which objects are grouped together
according to perceived similarities in the states of some

properties. When more than one such property, or fun-
damentum divisionsis, is simultaneously taken into
account, the resulting scheme can be called a typology
(Marradi, 1990). Now, according to the model of Kelle
and Kluge (2010), a typologization process starts from
(1) working out relevant dimensions of comparison
between the entities in question, followed by (2) group-
ing of the entities based on the dimensions of compar-
ison, with the goal of reaching maximal homogeneity
within individual groups and maximal heterogeneity
between them. This would be followed by (3) analysis
of connections between the content of the found groups,
often leading to some streamlining of the emerging
typology, and finally (4) characterization of the types
arrived at. In our case, the entities worked with would
be pieces of music, all comparisons between them would
be made on the basis of extramusical meanings associ-
ated with them by musical listeners, and the types at the
end of the typologization process would be musical
topoi. We will modify the model of Kelle and Kluge
most crucially at the third step, where the most dis-
tinctly interpretational component of our procedure
will appear as the extraction of semantic fields from
more basic semantic features by a human interpreter.

Given a cultural environment with its musical domain
and extramusical associative descriptions observed
as response to the pieces of music in this domain by
inhabitants of the culture, our envisioned research pro-
cess could be summarized in the following four steps
(see Figure 1). First, in our preliminary study, we ten-
tatively search out mood variables relevant for the lis-
teners’ musical experience and situation variables
relevant for their free extramusical associations. Second,
in our main study, we collect both free associative
descriptions as well as judgments on the mood and
situation variables, and find a mood/situation structure
for the pieces of music on the basis of the latter. Third,
we take the participants’ free associative descriptions
from the main study, subjecting them to a rule-based
qualitative analysis in which simple semantic features
are collected into broader semantic fields in a way that is
regulated by the category structure extracted above.
Fourth, the resulting semantic fields are validated by
inspecting their potential to discriminate between the
categories, thereby arriving at an interpretation of the
categories as topoi, each of which will be characterized
by the presence of certain semantic fields.

The main goal of our research, then, is to apply the
above-sketched methodology in practice, seeing
whether it can be used to provide an ascent from (1)
simple SEMANTIC FEATURES (as well as their straight-
forward groupings into SEMANTIC MACROFEATURES and
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FIGURE 1. Key phases of the research process: (Step 1) Searching out mood and situation variables; (Step 2) Determining a mood/situation structure;

(Step 3) Extracting semantic fields from associative responses, guided by the mood/situation structure; (Step 4) Validating the semantic fields and

interpreting the categories as topoi.
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SEMANTIC VARIABLES), through (2) more encompassing
and interpretationally contingent SEMANTIC FIELDS, up
to (3) the overarching musical TOPOI. (For conve-
nience, we will distinguish concepts on these three
levels by the typographical convention shown in the
previous sentence.) The key role in this process is
played by the intermediate semantic fields that provide
an operationalization for the ‘‘consistent trends of
shared extramusical associations’’ mentioned in the
definition (MT). Intuitively, the distinction between
semantic features and semantic fields can here be
understood as a distinction between compact semantic
labels that, like Tagg’s VVAs, could ideally be derived
from a set of free responses on a linguistic basis (and
perhaps even organized into somewhat more abstract
macrofeatures or variables with equal perspicuity), and
broader categories that require more interpretive free-
dom or structural guidance. Instead of letting broader
‘‘themes of signification’’ simply appear through the
researcher’s interpretation (as in Frances, 1988, p. 263),
we will construct our semantic fields by relying on guid-
ance from the preliminary mood/situation structures
that have themselves first been erected on the basis of
feature-level information. More exactly, semantic fields
can be defined as such supersets of low-level semantic
features that are able to convey semantic uniqueness to
given groupings of musical entities. As such, they serve as
classification criteria for validating a proposed topical
structure of the given musical domain. Understanding
any suggested category structure of the pieces of music as
providing an adequate typology of extrinsic contents will
then be seen as contingent upon finding a set of semantic
fields that, as a set of empirically derived fundamenta
divisionis, clearly differentiates between the categories
of musical objects, endowing each of these categories
with distinct meanings.

THE CASE EXAMINED: PRODUCTION MUSIC

Like any socioculturally contingent categorization, an
account of musical topoi is likely to be specific to a given
musical culture with its particular styles, usages, social
roles, and understandings of music. For probing the
approach summarized above, we have chosen to work
with production music, one of the most prevalent forms
of functionally crafted music in the contemporary
audiovisual culture. Also known as ‘‘library music’’ or
‘‘catalogue music,’’ it dominates the musical landscape
in TV commercials, corporate videos, independent and
low-budget documentaries, and other types of multime-
dia productions. It is used as telephone waiting music, as
interludes in radio talk shows, and as background music
in commercial spaces. It is music produced in advance

with specific communicative goals in mind, but not for
a particular production, and it is sold through produc-
tion music libraries, which administer the copyrights for
the compositions and the sound recordings. Typically,
production music libraries are run by major publishing
and record companies (e.g., Sony/ATV Music Publish-
ing, Universal Publishing Group, Warner/Chappell), and
can consist of tens of thousands of audio tracks cata-
logued by style, genre, function, and mood.

As pointed out by the author of a history of commer-
cial easy listening music, ‘‘production music is heard so
commonly by so many that it deserves a place among
the twentieth century’s most authentic folk arts’’ (Lanza,
2004, p. 63). Still, apart from occasional brief discus-
sions in film and television music research (e.g., Kassa-
bian, 2001; Rodman, 2010; Tagg & Clarida, 2003), music
research has been slow in catching up with the phenom-
enon (for a useful exception, see Nardi, 2012). This
apparent lack of scholarly interest likely stems from
the low cultural profile of the contexts in which pro-
duction music has been used, the relative anonymity of
its creators, and the fact that even in the field of audio-
visual musics, it falls on the gray zone between well-
appreciated film music and the most salient uses of
music in advertising such as jingles. And, while
research concerning film music and music in advertis-
ing might potentially shed light on music’s extrinsic
meanings, in these fields the topic tends to be subordi-
nated to other concerns. For most film music research,
the focal point is an audiovisual artifact as a nexus of
previously set visual, musical, and semantic connec-
tions, directing the research toward questions of struc-
tural congruence between the visual and auditory
domains (see, e.g., Chion, 2013; Cohen, 2000; Cook,
1998; Gorbman, 1987; Marshall & Cohen, 1988).
Research on music in advertising similarly often focuses
on extramusical meaning in terms of congruence with
the product or message (e.g., North, Hargreaves, &
McKendrick, 1997; Zander, 2006), or else tends to see
the significance of the phenomenon merely in the for-
mation of positive consumer attitudes for the purpose
of increased sales (e.g., Craton & Lantos, 2011; Lantos &
Craton, 2012).

The detailed content descriptions of production
music libraries imply, however, that far from only cre-
ating ‘‘peripheral persuasion cues’’ (Park & Young,
1986), the producers of production music are hoping
to evoke broader cultural associations and expressive
contexts that are interesting in their own right (see Table 1
below). Moreover, the extramusical connotations,
moods, and functional implications mentioned in the
‘‘metadata’’ to individual pieces of music are supposed
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to be carried by the music alone, without a previously set
context with respect to the visuals used or the products
advertised. Executive producer Ryan Perez-Daple from
the production music company Killer Tracks (that our
examples will be drawn from) explains the producers’
role in finding the descriptions under which a composer’s
music is sold to the client:

The metadata is generally created by us as producers
and the terminology has been chosen generally by
using words common within the industry. I suppose
these do evolve over time naturally and occasionally
we get feedback from our bigger clients requesting
we use specific phrases and words, but in the end the
tagging and descriptions are left for us to come up
with. — We do this to try and cover a variety of
search terms that clients might use when searching.1

Despite such informality of procedures involved, the
apparent success of the production music concept sug-
gests that the producers’ ‘‘empirically tested heuristics
concerning social facets of music’’ (Huron, 1989, p. 559)
should be taken seriously when trying to identify con-
temporary instances of musical topoi. Hence we have
chosen to work with production music labeled ‘‘moti-
vational’’ by the producers, asking what distinctions of
extrinsic meaning emerge within such a functionally
limited area, and how these distinctions might lead to
topical distinctions between pieces of production music.
Interestingly, the label provides a semantic focus on
providing inspiration or arousal that, as a typical objec-
tive for production music, may somewhat differ from
the overarching goals of film music production. To
assist the reader in following our broader concerns,
we have annotated the following study with references
to the four steps of our methodological procedure, as
presented above.

Preliminary Study (Step 1)

The purpose of this preliminary study was to assist in
identifying variables that would correspond to recurrent
and distinctive characteristics of semantic associations
elicited in Western listeners by production music. This
first experiment would thus help to formulate a more
systematic design for the main experiment (as suggested
for research on musical meaning by Patel, 2008, p. 310).

METHOD

Participants. The participants were 32 Finnish univer-
sity students (19 female, 13 male), with a mean age of
24.0 (SD ¼ 4.0). Most of them were not music majors,
but they reported having, on average, 7.3 years (SD ¼
6.0) of experience in taking music lessons or playing
a musical instrument. Twelve of the participants indi-
cated the extent of such experience as 10 years or more,
and 12 participants had a maximum of 3 years of expe-
rience, including 5 participants with no reported
experience.

Stimuli. The stimuli were ten commercially available
pieces of production music from the catalogue of the
large production music company Killer Tracks that can
be accessed on the Internet (www.killertracks.com;
accessed April 2, 2012). In the catalogue, we chose a set
of albums called Motivational, selecting ten one-minute
musical excerpts that represented as broad a range of
styles available on these albums as seemed possible.
Table 1 lists the excerpts by name, giving the company’s
descriptions for each of them. Brief transcribed exam-
ples are given in music notation as Appendix A. The
excerpts were chosen to satisfy a tentative classification
in which two excerpts would always fit one of five dif-
ferent musical genres: orchestral fanfare (1, 2), light
classical (3, 4), MOR2 (4, 5), (medium fast) rock (6, 7),
and (fast) techno (9, 10). These categories were induced
relying both on the producers’ descriptions as well as on
observed commonalities in tempo, instrumentation,
and overall musical texture.3

The genre labels should only be understood as pro-
viding suggestive interpretations for facilitating discus-
sion: they will not directly affect our topical analysis.
Even though some overall musical characteristics clearly
carve the joints between suggested genres (e.g., high
tempi mark the genre techno), there would also be many
similarities between the suggested genres, such as the

1 E-mails to Erkki Huovinen, February 7, 2014; April 10, 2014.

2 ‘‘Middle of the road,’’ technically a term for a commercial radio
format. ‘‘MOR’’ is used here as an abbreviation for ‘‘MOR music,’’
which is often associated with accessible, melodic, popular easy-
listening styles of commercially produced music.

3 To gain some perspective to our tentative genre labels, we asked an
American professor of music education to arrange the excerpts in pairs
according to genre and name the genres (only audio files were given in
a random order with no additional information). She came up with the
same pairings as in Table 1 and suggested the following labels: (1–2) pop
classical overture/bad school music/J. W. Pepper [sheet music store for
band music]; (3–4) film music; (5–6) country-ish; (7–8) soul/funk/disco;
(9–10) electronica. We find these quite acceptable labels as well. The
seeming discrepancy with our label for (7–8), ‘‘rock,’’ is a reminder that
we are dealing not with ‘‘genuine’’ rock or soul or disco music, but
commercial pastiches that often involve combinations of features from
several styles.
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freer, ‘‘through-composed’’ feel of excerpts 1-4 as
opposed to the more rhythmically regular accompani-
ments of excerpts 5-10. Moreover, excerpts 1-4 used
instrumentations and textures of broadly ‘‘classical
music’’ whereas excerpts 5-10 represented sounds of
‘‘popular music.’’ This division was reflected in overall
timbral characteristics of the excerpts, as shown by an
analysis of spectral brightness, carried out using MIR-
toolbox (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007), that measured
the ratio of the energy above a 500 Hz cutoff point to
the total energy (see Juslin, 2000). The values, shown in
Table 1, indicate brighter overall spectra for excerpts 1-4
than for excerpts 5-10. This was confirmed by the fact
that correlation distances (one minus Pearson correla-
tion) between the spectra of pieces 1-4 (M¼ 0.22, SD ¼
0.07) and pieces 5-10 (M ¼ 0.13, SD ¼ 0.08) were
clearly lower than the distances across these two sets
of pieces (M ¼ 0.70, SD ¼ 0.21).

Procedure. The experiment was conducted in a class-
room setting, playing the excerpts back on a computer
through a stereo system. In the experiment, participants
described the visual associations triggered by the music
they heard, responding to the following question: ‘‘This
music could be used in television or cinema. What do you
think could be happening on the screen while the music
is heard?’’ (cf. Tagg & Clarida, 2003, p. 118.) The parti-
cipants wrote down their responses within 90 seconds
after hearing each excerpt. The excerpts were arranged
such that no two consecutive samples represented the

same genre. The experiment was repeated on three occa-
sions, with three similar-sized groups (13, 8, and 11 par-
ticipants respectively), and the order of excerpts was
reversed for the two latter groups.

RESULTS

The written responses were analyzed by extracting
items of semantic content that were subsequently
grouped into larger semantic categories. We began by
extracting semantic features—word-length units of the
kind that Tagg and Clarida (2003, p. 121 ff.) call visual-
verbal associations (VVAs). Instead of following Tagg
and Clarida’s theoretically based top-down classifica-
tion process, however, we used a more bottom-up
approach akin to the practices of coding and constant
comparison in Grounded Theory (see, e.g., Charmaz,
2006; Holton, 2007). This involved finding semantic
macrofeatures that would cover multiple saliently sim-
ilar semantic features for individual musical excerpts,
refining these categories on the basis of results from
other musical excerpts, and finally analyzing the whole
set of responses with a view to the appearance of these
macrofeatures. A brief account of the clearest semantic
categories found will suffice to motivate the formulation
of the variables for the main study.

For all of the excerpts, the environments and locations
mentioned turned out to be one of the most straightfor-
wardly classifiable aspects of the semantic features. As
seen in Figure 2a, the ‘‘classical music’’ excerpts 1-4 often
elicited images of UNCULTIVATED NATURE, including any
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natural sceneries of wild, undomesticated nature. Like-
wise, the rock (7, 8) and techno (9, 10) genres were often
associated with an URBAN ENVIRONMENT. One of the
MOR excerpts (5), exhibiting a laid-back countryish feel,
was more often associated with an agrarian, RURAL ENVI-

RONMENT than with either of the above.
Similar complementary sets of categories were some-

what harder to tease out for other situational aspects of
the imagery. As an example, we may look at the punc-
tuality and continuity of action mentioned in the
responses (see Fig. 2b). First, images of BEGINNING

ACTION were called forth by the orchestral fanfares
(1 and 2) in 43.8% and 40.6% of the responses, respec-
tively, while the mean share of such responses for the
other eight excerpts remained at 7.4% (SD ¼ 4.1%).
However, responses exemplifying a contrasting cate-
gory of ENDING ACTION remained low across the board
(M ¼ 7.2%, SD ¼ 7.7%). Instead, at least half of the
responses for all musical excerpts—including the
orchestral fanfares—elicited images that were described
in terms of some kind of CONTINUING ACTION (M ¼
67.5%, SD ¼ 10.2%).

In analyzing the action imagery of the responses, we
also paid attention to the number of agents imagined.
INDIVIDUAL ACTION, here understood as the explicit
mention of individual agents (e.g., ‘‘Miss Marple’’
[excerpt No. 3], ‘‘country girl’’ [5], ‘‘LSD bogeyman’’
[9], etc.), turns out to have been more characteristic of
the light classical (3: 21.9%, 4: 31.3%) and MOR
excerpts (5: 28.1%, 6: 31.2%) than of the rest of the
pieces (for which M ¼ 12.0%, SD ¼ 5.4%). It is also
noteworthy that a situational aspect such as the num-
ber of agents imagined might come to be typically
conjoined with other situation and mood aspects. This
is demonstrated by the country style MOR excerpt No.
5, ‘‘Down Home Dream’’ for which references to fam-
ilies or couples were often intermingled with images of
fire or warmth:

– ‘‘a family gathered inside, a fire in the fireplace,
candles are burning’’

– ‘‘a warm family series . . . ’’
– ‘‘sunset, moonshine, [ . . . ] the slow dance of a cou-

ple, an evening at home’’
– ‘‘outdoors, countryside, family, relatives, friends,

warm feelings, tradition’’
– ‘‘a family [ . . . ], warmly spending the evening by

the fire’’
– ‘‘a family or loved ones enjoying each others’ com-

pany, lying by the campfire’’
– ‘‘family life, lakeside sauna, togetherness in the

summer night’’

– ‘‘two middle-aged people make love in the glow of
the fireplace, the man is becoming bald’’

DISCUSSION

The free associations collected in the preliminary study
suggested that within ‘‘motivational’’ production music,
listeners’ imagery may be guided not only with respect
to overall mood (as implied by the producers’ descrip-
tions in Table 1), but also in terms of environments,
kinds of action, or the particularity of agents imagined.
Still, results such as these give us neither convincing,
extrinsically guided groupings of the pieces of music
nor, for that matter, perspicuous mappings between
semantic and musical features, should one want to go
the analytic reductionist way. The problem is that while
a free response includes one image or association, it
cannot guarantee that the respondent would discard
a whole number of other descriptions that might not
simply come to mind or feel relevant or culturally inter-
esting. Besides yielding perhaps unduly low response
percentages for some semantic categories, the method-
ology leaves us the problem of interpreting totally
‘‘missing’’ attributions. For instance, in the preliminary
study the frequent association of the orchestral fanfare
excerpts with BEGINNING ACTION was not matched by
recurring associations of ENDING ACTION in any single
excerpt, and the common appearance of WARM in the
MOR excerpt ‘‘Down Home Dream’’ was not matched
by any notable imagery of COLD in the response mate-
rial. The relative absence of such semantic aspects might
reflect the nature of our sample of production music or
perhaps of this type of music in general, but it might
also be due to linguistic or cultural factors having to do
with the ease of spontaneous attribution or the proto-
typicality of certain kinds of expressions in the kinds of
discourse evoked by the music-related task. These are
the kinds of problems that cannot be overcome in using
merely free responses.

Main Study

In this main experiment, we wanted to approach the
above problems by adding to the free responses ipsative,
forced-choice questions, thus presenting explicit alter-
natives to some of the expected response strategies.
Besides basic mood variables, generally suggested as rel-
evant by the producers’ descriptions, the preliminary
study encouraged us to include situation variables hav-
ing to do with the nature of the environments imagined,
the kinds of action imagined (especially in terms of
beginning or continuity), as well as the extent to which
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listeners’ imagery would be focused on individual
agents. By introducing sets of alternatives to probe each
of these aspects of the listeners’ imagery, we hoped to
measure their consensus in more accurate terms, differ-
entiating unsuitable characterizations from ones that
are perhaps just too self-evident to be mentioned or
untypical of idiomatic speech. The quantitative data
generated would then be used to extract potential top-
ical structures within the chosen field of ‘‘motivational’’
production music—after which a rule-based qualitative
analysis of the listeners’ free responses would help sub-
stantiate the quantitatively extracted structures.

In order to take into account potential influences of
cultural learning on extrinsic imagery, we decided to
run the same experiment with both adults and school
children with fewer years of exposure to their audiovi-
sual culture. So as not to impose TV or movie related
interpretations on the listeners, direct references to
audiovisual media were dropped from the instructions.

METHOD

Participants. Participant group 1 (‘‘children’’) consisted
of 58 Finnish third and fourth graders (corresponding
to American fourth and fifth graders) in an urban, pub-
lic comprehensive school with an extensive music pro-
gram. The group included 46 girls and 16 boys, with
a mean age of 9.9 years (SD ¼ 0.7). Their self-reported
experience in taking music lessons or playing a musical
instrument was on average 2.3 years (SD ¼ 1.5, only 2
with no reported experience), and their own evaluations
of the level of engagement in music had a mean of 4.1
on a scale from 1 through 5 (1 ¼ very inactive, 5 ¼ very
active). Seventy-two percent of the children reported
listening to music daily (95% at least once a week) and
62% reported watching television daily (93% at least
weekly), while for watching music videos the corre-
sponding figures were 19% (53%), and for watching
movies 3% (45%).

Participant group 2 (‘‘adults’’) were 31 Finnish uni-
versity students of musicology—15 females and 16
males, with a mean age of 25.4 (SD ¼ 5.6). Their self-
reported experience in taking music lessons or playing
a musical instrument was 13.3 years on average (SD ¼
6.9, minimum ¼ 2 years), and their self-judged activity
of musical engagement had a mean of 4.2, on the scale
1–5. Eighty-seven percent of the adults reported listen-
ing to music daily (100% at least once a week), and the
corresponding percentages for watching TV, music
videos, and movies were 42% (81%), 3% (26%), and
6% (26%), respectively. In sum, both the children and
the adults were generally active players and listeners of
music, went to school or studied in a Northern European

city environment, and most of them were weekly
involved with audiovisual media, primarily television.

Stimuli. The stimuli were the same ten one-minute
excerpts of ‘‘motivational’’ production music as in the
preliminary study.

Procedure. For presentation in the experiment, the
musical excerpts were arranged such that no two con-
secutive excerpts would represent the same tentative
genre category (cf. the leftmost column in Table 1),
further requiring that each of these genres would be
once represented among the first five as well as the last
five trials. The adults were tested in two similar-sized
groups (n1 ¼ 16, n2 ¼ 15), applying this presentation
order for one of the groups and its retrograde for the
other. With the children, there were similarly two
groups hearing the stimuli in one of these two orders
(n1 ¼ 24, n2 ¼ 34), but each group was split into two
similar-sized subgroups for practical reasons. The pre-
sentation of the stimuli was done in a classroom setting,
playing the excerpts back on a computer through a ste-
reo system.

During the one-minute long pauses following each
musical excerpt, the participants filled out responses
to six questions. The procedure for each trial consisted
of forced-choice responses concerning four mood vari-
ables (Question 1), written free associations (Question
2), forced-choice responses concerning four situation
variables (Questions 3-5), as well as a familiarity ques-
tion (Question 6):

1. ‘‘What is the mood of the music like?’’ This
required forced-choice responses to a set of four
bipolar adjective pairs, warm vs. cold, bright vs.
dark, relaxed vs. tense, and mobile vs. static. To
simplify discussion, the first terms in each of these
pairs will be called ‘‘positive’’ terms.4

2. ‘‘What sort of event or situation do you think the
music could most suitably describe?’’ The question
required free written descriptions.

3. ‘‘How many characters are there in the event or
situation that you described?’’ Five response alter-
natives: ‘‘0,’’ ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘3-10,’’ or ‘‘more than 10.’’

4. ‘‘Where is this happening?’’ Here, the participants
first selected between ‘‘inside’’ or ‘‘outside,’’ and
next chose one among the following four alterna-
tives: ‘‘in a big city,’’ ‘‘in a small town,’’ ‘‘in the
countryside,’’ ‘‘in the wilderness.’’

4 To avoid suggesting a consistent valence ordering in the experiment,
the third adjective pair was presented with the alternative tense on the left.
All of the other pairs of adjectives were presented with the ‘‘positive’’ term
on the left.
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5. ‘‘Do you think that this music would best describe
(a) beginning action, (b) continuing action, or (c)
concluding action?’’ One of the three alternatives
was chosen here.

6. ‘‘Did you recognize the piece of music?’’ Three
response alternatives: ‘‘Yes I did, it was ____,’’ ‘‘I
have heard it before, but did not recognize it,’’ and
‘‘I haven’t heard it before.’’

RESULTS: MOOD AND SITUATION VARIABLES (STEP 2)

Recognition of the excerpts. Only four of the adults and
two of the children reported recognizing one of the 10
excerpts they heard, but none of them could name the
excerpts correctly. Still, 45% of the adults and 60% of
the children reported that they had heard, but could not
recognize, at least one of the excerpts (means: 1.57 and
2.83 excerpts). Since very few even attempted to name
the pieces, it is reasonable to assume these respondents
simply recognized the general character of the musical
styles instead of being previously familiar with the
excerpts themselves.

The mood of the music. In the forced-choice question
with four pairs of mood terms, both of the participant
groups tended in their judgments toward the positive
term of each adjective pair. Taking the ten musical
excerpts together, a series of two-sided binomial tests
revealed that these positive terms were significantly

more frequent in both participant groups’ responses
than their bipolar opposites (for RELAXED/adults, p ¼
.005; every other p < .001). Hence the musical excerpts
were more often judged to be WARM rather than COLD,
BRIGHT rather than DARK, RELAXED rather than TENSE,
and MOBILE rather than STATIC (see Figures 3a-3d).
Nevertheless, we also found the musical excerpts to dif-
fer highly significantly from one another in their asso-
ciated moods. According to a series of Friedman tests,
this was the case for each of the four mood variables,
separately in both participant groups; in all cases, �2(9)
> 29 and p < .001. Finally, there were some differences in
the two participant groups’ response tendencies toward
the positive terms. According to Mann-Whitney U tests,
the adults’ WARMTH judgments (75.8% of all of their
responses indicating ‘‘WARM’’) and BRIGHTNESS judg-
ments (83.2%) significantly exceeded those of children
(65.3%; U ¼ 90517, p ¼ .02, and 70.3%; U ¼ 93804, p <
.001, respectively). In MOBILITY judgments, the children
provided higher judgments (72.4%) than the adults
(64.5%; U ¼ 74890, p ¼ <.001), whereas no significant
difference was observed in judgments of RELAXEDNESS

(children: 56.0%, adults: 57.1%).

The number of characters. Postponing a discussion of
the results from the actual free association task to the
next section, we can move on to the situation variables
concerning the properties of the imagined scenarios.
The first of them concerned the number of characters
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FIGURE 3. Children’s (�- - -) and adults’ (�———) responses for the positive mood terms in the main study.
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imagined. Among the response alternatives ‘‘0,’’ ‘‘1,’’ ‘‘2,’’
‘‘3-10,’’ and ‘‘more than 10,’’ the first-mentioned
received rather unimpressive percentages of all given
responses in comparison to the others (children: 5.5%,
16.6%, 19.5%, 23.1%, and 33.1%, respectively; adults:
10.6%, 17.7%, 15.2%, 27.7%, and 28.1%, respectively).
Hence it appears that most of the imagery was ‘‘per-
sonal’’ in the broad sense of involving agents or char-
acters of some kind.

We approach the responses by treating them as if
falling on a five-point COLLECTIVITY scale between 0 and
4. According to Friedman tests, these responses differed
significantly between the 10 musical excerpts, both in
the adult group’s case, �2(9)¼ 41.72, p < .001, as well as
for the children, �2(9) ¼ 88.56, p < .001. As suggested
by Figure 4, it was especially the light classical and MOR
excerpts 3-6 that received relatively low COLLECTIVITY

means, indicating imagery centered on individual
agents or pairs of agents. In most cases, the adults’ and
children’s responses for the individual musical excerpts
did not differ significantly from one another (the sole
exception being No. 8; children: M ¼ 2.91; adults: M ¼
2.00; Mann-Whitney U ¼ 528.50, p < .001).

Imagined location. The first question concerning imag-
ined location was whether the scene took place indoors
or outdoors. Generally, 64.1% of all responses indicated
the outdoor alternative, but Friedman tests showed that
the responses differed significantly between the 10
excerpts, both for the children, �2(9) ¼ 24.36, p ¼
.004, and for the adults, �2(9) ¼ 51.12, p < .001. For
both participant groups, two-sided binomial tests indi-
cated a bias toward the outdoor response for several of
the musical excerpts (children: Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6:

p < .001; adults: Nos. 1 and 2: p < .001; Nos. 4 and 8:
p ¼ .003), and an indoor bias for excerpt No. 10
(children: p ¼ .02; adults: p < .001). According to
Mann-Whitney U tests, the difference between the two
participant groups’ responses was significant only for
excerpt No. 10 for which 63.8% of the children but no
less than 87.1% of the adults responded with the
indoors alternative (U ¼ 685.50, p ¼ .03).

The second question about imaginary location asked
the participants to indicate whether the scene could
have taken place in a big city, a small town, in the
countryside, or in the wilderness. We will here treat the
responses as falling on a four-point URBANIT Y scale
according to increasing degree of urbanity (1 ¼ wilder-
ness, 2 ¼ countryside, 3 ¼ small town, 4 ¼ big city).
Given this, Friedman tests indicated highly significant
differences between the responses of the 10 musical
excerpts for the children, �2(9) ¼ 48.49, p < .001, as
well as for the adults, �2(9)¼ 81.23, p < .001. According
to Mann-Whitney U tests, the mean URBANITY judg-
ments of the two participant groups differed signifi-
cantly in excerpt No. 2 for which children’s responses
were higher (U ¼ 997.50, p < .01) as well as in excerpts
No. 6, 7, and 10, for which the adults’ responses tended
more significantly toward the ‘‘urban’’ end of the scale
(U ¼ 510.50, p ¼ .04; U ¼ 476.50, p < .01; U ¼ 541.00,
p ¼ .02, respectively).

Type of action. The fifth question asked whether the
heard music best represented ‘‘beginning action,’’ ‘‘con-
tinuing action,’’ or ‘‘ending action.’’ The percentages of
responses in favor of these three alternatives are shown
in Figure 5. On the null hypothesis that in each musical
excerpt, each response category would receive an equal
percentage (33.3%) of the responses, a series of chi-
square goodness of fit tests indicated that the children’s
response distributions significantly deviated from such
a neutral outcome for six of the excerpts (Nos. 1, 2, 7-10;
all p < .001), while adults’ response distributions devi-
ated from a flat distribution in eight of them (Nos. 1, 7-
10: p < .001; Nos. 5, 6: p < .01; No. 3: p < .05). A direct
comparison of the adults’ response distributions to
those of the children, using the same test, showed
marked changes between the participant groups for
seven of the excerpts (Nos. 3, 6, 9: p < .001; No. 1: p <
.01; Nos. 4, 5, 10: p < .05). While age thus seemed to
bring a shift toward CONTINUING ACTION for the light
classical, MOR, and techno excerpts, a comparison with
the results of the preliminary study still suggests that the
overwhelming prevalence of CONTINUING ACTION that
we found there (see Figure 2a) may have been an effect
of linguistic interpretation of the free responses. Given
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the explicit response alternatives of the main study,
CONTINUING ACTION did remain as the response mode
for many of the excerpts, but BEGINNING ACTION would
be more favored for pieces 1–2. ENDING ACTION, in
turn, did not emerge as the response mode in any of
the cases where a given participant group’s response
distribution would significantly differ from a flat
distribution.

Extraction of mood/situation clusters. Given the defini-
tion (MT), the problem of musical topoi can be seen as
a problem of clustering the musical entities according
to the extramusical associations they evoke. Accord-
ingly, we addressed the question of musical topoi in
our sample of production music by subjecting the
quantitative results to hierarchical clustering. Besides
the four dichotomous mood variables, indicating the
presence of WARMTH, BRIGHTNESS, RELAXEDNESS, and
MOBILITY, we included four situation variables. Besides
the five-point COLLECTIVITY and four-point URBANITY

variables, we involved two dichotomous situation vari-
ables: EXTERIORITY, indicating the ‘‘outside’’ choices of
the Inside/Outside question, and CO N T I N U I T Y, in
which both ‘‘beginning action’’ and ‘‘ending action’’
would correspond to the absence of continuity. For
both groups of participants, the eight quantitative vari-
ables discussed in the previous section were standard-
ized and used in subjecting the musical excerpts to
hierarchical clustering according to Ward’s (1963)
minimum variance method (using the statistical program
R). The resulting dendrograms indicate the hierarchical

division of the ten musical excerpts into what we call
mood/situation structures 1 and 2 (mss1 and mss2, for
short) (see Figure 6).

In both of the mood/situation structures, the highest
branching of the tree points to musical excerpts f3-6g
as forming a distinct cluster. Referring back to the above
results, this light classical/MOR branch would roughly
correspond to judgments of a relaxed and static mood,
imagined features such as a small number of characters
and a rural environment and, for mss1, a relatively
increased bias toward ending action. The two clustering
solutions nevertheless differ in the right-hand-side
branches. On the one hand, in mss1, extracted from the
children’s results, the hierarchically highest split on the
right main branch separates excerpts f1-2g from
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f7-10g. This corresponds to the genre distinction
between orchestral fanfares, on the one hand, and rock
and techno, on the other, roughly reflecting children’s
distinction between ‘‘beginning action’’ and ‘‘continuing
action.’’ On the other hand, mss2, based on the adults’
results, shows the single techno excerpt f10g separated
from a larger cluster covering both orchestral fanfares as
well as rock and techno. On this level of analysis, the
children’s responses thus produce the clustering ff3-6g,
ff1-2g, f7-10ggg, while the adults’ responses yield the
structure ff3-6g, ff1-2, 7-9g, f10ggg.

RESULTS: FREE RESPONSES

Semantic fields (Step 3). It is possible that some aspects
of the mood/situation structures may not reflect the
listeners’ spontaneous topical understanding of the
music, but rather represent effects of the preconceived
forced-choice questions. It is also not self-evident that
the clusters derived from a set of independent questions
would represent such ‘‘coherent’’ meanings as required
by our definition (MT). To evaluate the status of the
clusters as semantically distinct and individually coher-
ent topoi, we took the categorical structures arrived at
above as the starting point for a qualitative analysis of
the free written responses given in the main study. The
purpose of the analysis was to find codes—here called
semantic fields—emerging from the free response data
such that would furnish each of the found clusters with
more refined semantic content, supporting the notion
that we are dealing with true topical distinctions. This
qualitative analysis was conducted by one of the authors
(AK) by following the three successive rules below, sep-
arately for both participant groups’ responses:

(a) Identify the most saliently shared semantic fea-
tures in the free associations of each individual
musical excerpt.

(b) Group the semantic features identified within
each cluster of musical excerpts into a limited
number of larger semantic fields that are:

(i) disjoint (not overlapping) with respect to
their constituent semantic features;

(ii) intuitively coherent;
(iii) relevant for at least one musical excerpt

(receiving a minimum of 30% of the
responses of either participant group);

(iv) unique to each cluster;
(v) jointly exhaustive with respect to the

responses given within a cluster.
(c) Judge the presence (yes/no) of the identified

semantic fields in each individual free response
given in the experiment.

To keep our discussion of this method simple, we will
in the following use the term ‘‘semantic features’’ both
for the simplest VVA-level units (e.g., SNOW from the
response term ‘‘snowboarding’’) as well as for the most
basic semantic macrofeatures derived from them (e.g.,
WINTER). After an initial coding of such semantic fea-
tures, combinations of them were developed into more
refined codes—semantic fields—by a process of con-
stant comparison (see, e.g., Charmaz, 2006) between
the codes and the data. The goal of the central interpre-
tational rule (b) was, in sum, to construct sets of intu-
itively acceptable semantic fields that would together
cover a large share of responses within a given cluster.
Besides managing the obvious tradeoff between the
intuitive coherence and the quantitative relevance of the
semantic fields (for which the limit of 30% was settled
by trial and error), the process would involve frequent
restructuring of a number of nearby semantic fields in
order to achieve more exhaustive coverage of the
responses (cf. Kelle & Kluge, 2010)—all the time observ-
ing their disjointness (with respect to their constituent
semantic features) and their uniqueness to the clusters
to which they are assigned. Notice that at this stage,
criteria (iv) and (v) are regulated with reference to the
prior empirical clustering result, effectively excluding
such intuitively coherent semantic fields that are not
supported by the earlier quantitative results. Finally, rule
(c) would allow a quantitative overview of the strength
of the identified semantic fields within each cluster.

We may illustrate the analytical procedure by an exam-
ple from excerpt No. 1, representing the orchestral fan-
fare genre. Here, children’s responses such as ‘‘The
King’s parade arrives,’’ ‘‘This music best depicts a parade/
march,’’ and ‘‘A procession moving in a city’’ were first
grouped as indicating a semantic feature labeled as
PARADE. Such semantic features roughly correspond in
their level of specificity to Tagg and Clarida’s (2003)
VVAs, and would typically be represented in just a hand-
ful of free associations. With a slightly higher level of
abstraction, however, it was seen that besides associa-
tions of parades and processions, excerpt No. 1 also had
participants imagine other kinds of festive occasions
(e.g., the children’s ‘‘The music represented a big ball-
room dance,’’ ‘‘Perhaps a happy day such as a birthday,’’
or ‘‘A great event in which people celebrate’’). Grouping
the parade responses together with these into a larger
semantic field FESTIVITIES would seem to make intuitive
sense, and given that the analyst found appropriate fea-
tures in over 30% of children’s responses in one of the
excerpts in the cluster (No. 2, with 22 out of 58 responses:
38.0%), FESTIVITIES was accepted as a semantic field to
the analysis.
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Note that the disjointness criterion b(i) would only
require that no semantic feature be placed in more than
one semantic field; the individual responses themselves
might still be connected to several semantic fields based
on their fittingness in all of them via different semantic
features. For instance, the response ‘‘The King’s parade
arrives’’ was seen to exemplify not only the semantic
field FESTIVITIES (via PARADE); by way of the semantic
(macro)feature R E G A L , it would also exemplify
ACHIEVEMENT, HEROIC, REGAL—a semantic field perhaps
suggesting overall congeniality with adventure movies,
and covering responses such as ‘‘Victory in a great bat-
tle,’’ ‘‘The final scene in a boring Hollywood movie in
which the hero returns and finds a woman,’’ or ‘‘The
beginning of a medieval war campaign’’ (all in excerpt
No. 2, adults). At the same time, the uniqueness crite-
rion b(iv) would dictate that the semantic field FESTIV-

ITIES, assigned to cluster f1-2g, be kept separate from
other celebratory images that were found to characterize
excerpts such as No. 10. In the latter excerpt, partici-
pants’ responses would often mention ‘‘parties’’ at
‘‘nightclubs’’ and ‘‘discos,’’ and these kinds of associa-
tions were consequently separated from the kinds of
daytime formal FEST IVIT IE S that were common for
excerpts 1 and 2, combining them instead with other
associations of nightlife and metropolitan images into
a separate semantic field URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY.

The two analyses, respectively guided by mss1 and
mss2, yielded a total of eight distinct semantic fields,
which are listed in Appendix B together with examples
of pertinent free descriptions. While the definition of
the semantic fields and the judgments concerning their
appropriateness for a given free response is, of course,
a matter of interpretation, the reliability of the analyst’s
choices was assessed by taking the chosen semantic
fields as a basis for an independent analysis of the orig-
inal free responses by the other author (EH). The inter-
rater agreements for step (c) were thus found to lie
between 88.1%-96.1%, with the Cohen’s kappa ranging
between 0.61-0.86, which is ‘‘substantial’’ to ‘‘almost
perfect’’ (Landis & Koch, 1977).5

Topical analysis of the clusters (Step 4). Supposing, then,
that we can somewhat reliably judge the relevance of
each semantic field to a given free response, we should

also be able to assess the relevance of the semantic fields
to the individual musical excerpts that elicited these
responses and, consequently, to the clusters of the
excerpts that were constructed above. This is done
in Table 2, which shows the strength of each semantic
field within the various clusters as a mean of the two
evaluators’ percentages. For each semantic field, the
table shows the percentage of ‘‘hits’’ in the free responses
of a given cluster of pieces—in the center columns
according to mss1, and on the right additionally show-
ing the percentages for the different right-hand branch
of mss2. Notice that while each mood/situation struc-
ture was derived from the quantitative results of one
participant group, we have evaluated both structures
from the perspective of both the children’s and the
adults’ associative responses: the percentages for the two
participant groups are shown on two separate rows.
Remember also that in the qualitative analysis of Step
3, each semantic field was assigned to a given cluster by
design—these couplings between semantic fields and
clusters are marked in Table 2 with gray areas. Hence
we read on the first row, for instance, that for the chil-
dren’s free responses, the semantic field IN T I M AT E

SOCIAL RELATIONS, SOLITUDE was judged to characterize
23.1% of the responses in its appropriate cluster
(encompassing excerpts 3-6), while it was found less
relevant for the other excerpts (regardless of whether
their structure is spelled out as in mss1 or as in mss2).

Assigning semantic fields to clusters does not yet
guarantee that the former actually effectively differenti-
ate between the latter. In principle, some of the fields
might turn out to be appropriate descriptors of other
clusters, as well. As the final step of our research pro-
cedure, we therefore evaluate the distinctiveness of the
semantic profiles emerging for the clusters by testing,
for each of their assigned semantic fields, the difference
in their relative frequencies of occurrence between the
cluster in question and the rest of the musical excerpts.
In other words, we want to see whether our set of
semantic fields, as an interpretation of listeners’ free
associative responses, would support the notion that the
distinct groups of musical excerpts implied by our
mood/situation structures are ‘‘coherently furnished
with meaning’’ as the definition (MT) requires of musi-
cal topoi.

For the left-hand branches of the mood/situation
structures, corresponding to musical excerpts f3-6g,
Step 3 of our analysis yielded three different semantic
fields: (a) INTIMATE SOCIAL RELATIONS AND SOLITUDE, (b)
NATURE AND SEASONS, and (c) SENTIMENTAL, DREAMY,
FEELINGS. As indicated by the exhaustiveness results
on the bottom rows of the table, one or more of these

5 The inter-rater agreements and Cohen’s kappa’s for the semantic
features were as follows: INTIMATE SOCIAL RELATIONS, SOLITUDE (94.4%,
k¼ 0.76), NATURE AND SEASONS (94.6%, k¼ 0.86), SENTIMENTAL, DREAMY,
FEELINGS (91.6%, k ¼ 0.69), ACHIEVEMENT, HEROIC, REGAL (95.1%, k ¼
0.75), FESTIVITIES (96.1%, k ¼ 0.78), POTENTIAL FOR ACTION (94.2%, k ¼
0.70), DANCE, SPORTS (88.1%, k ¼ 0.61), and URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY

(94.9%, k ¼ 0.84).
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three semantic fields characterized 76.1% of children’s
and 71.0% of adults’ free responses within the cluster
f3-6g. Now, is this a ‘‘significant majority’’ as required
by (MT)? Yes: while there were differences in the rela-
tive strength of these semantic fields in the children’s
and adults’ results, each of the three semantic fields did
find significantly higher frequencies of occurrence in
the musical excerpts f3-6g than it did in the rest of
the excerpts. According to Mann-Whitney U tests, this
was true for both participant groups (all ps < .01). In
our view, this secures the theoretical connection
between the semantic fields (a)-(c) and the cluster
f3-6g, supporting the notion that these musical
excerpts represent an extrinsically coherent musical
topos. We will here call the topos INTIMACY, empha-
sizing that this is only a convenient label for the
semantic content of the topos that is approximated
by the semantic fields (a)-(c).

The second main branch in both mood/situation
structures was marked by more dynamic, activity-
related associations, suggesting an overall topical label
such as DYNAMISM. Considering the structure laid out
in mss1, our semantic analysis first of all found the
cluster of musical excerpts f1-2g to be characterized
by semantic fields named as (d) ACHIEVEMENT, HEROIC,

REGAL, (e) FESTIVITIES, and (f) POTENTIAL FOR ACTION.
The exhaustiveness values on the bottom rows indicate
that a majority of the responses satisfied at least one of
these three semantic fields, and for both participant
groups, Mann-Whitney U tests show each of these
semantic fields to have significantly higher frequencies
of occurrence within the cluster f1-2g than in the other
excerpts (all ps < .05). We will here label this sub-topos
POTENCY. The excerpts f7–10g, in turn, were found to
be characterized by semantic fields (g) DANCE, SPORTS,
and (h) URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY. Again, clear majorities
of both groups’ responses satisfied one or both of these
semantic fields, and again, there were higher frequencies
of occurrence for these semantic fields in excerpts f7-
10g than in the rest of the excerpts, for both participant
groups (Mann-Whitney U, all ps < .01). This sub-topos
will be called SPEED.

We have thus seen that mss1—the clustering solution
based on the children’s quantitative data—was sup-
ported by both participant groups’ free associative
responses. What about mss2, then—the structure
derived from the adults’ responses? The question is
whether its distinction between clusters f10g and
f1-2, 7-9g would also qualify as a stable topical dissec-
tion of the suggested DY NA M I SM topos. Instead of

TABLE 2. Topical Interpretation of “Motivational” Production Music: Judged Fittingness of the Semantic Fields (a)—(h) to the Clusters of
Musical Excerpts 1—10 as Clustered in Figure 6, Given as Mean Percentages of Two Evaluators’ Judgments. (Shaded areas: semantic fields
assigned to the given cluster.)

Semantic fields
Participant

Group

mss1 mss2, right branch

light
classical MOR

orchestral
fanfare rock techno

orchestral
fanfare rock techno

#3 #4 #5 #6 #1 #2 #7 #8 #9 #10 #1 #2 #7 #8 #9 #10

(a) INTIMATE SOCIAL

RELATIONS, SOLITUDE

children 23.1 2.2 3.9 3.6 1.7
adults 37.5 1.6 6.0 4.5 4.8

(b) NATURE AND SEASONS children 44.6 21.1 14.0 17.6 10.3
adults 37.5 15.3 14.9 17.4 3.2

(c) SENTIMENTAL, DREAMY,
FEELINGS

children 29.0 9.5 5.8 8.3 0.9
adults 30.4 4.8 5.2 5.5 3.2

(d) ACHIEVEMENT, HEROIC,
REGAL

children 4.3 26.7 7.1 15.2 6.0
adults 5.2 38.7 8.1 21.3 3.2

(e) FESTIVITIES children 4.1 32.3 7.1 17.4 6.0
adults 4.8 25.8 3.2 12.3 3.2

(f) POTENTIAL FOR ACTION children 5.6 19.8 5.0 11.4 2.6
adults 9.7 41.9 9.3 23.5 3.2

(g) DANCE, SPORTS children 14.2 10.3 32.3 20.7 46.6
adults 5.2 8.1 29.0 19.7 33.9

(h) URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY children 1.1 5.6 38.1 21.2 57.8
adults 4.0 11.3 52.8 33.2 67.7

Exhaustiveness of the
semantic fields assigned to
the cluster

children 76.1 58.2 56.0 54.1 57.8
adults 71.0 77.4 69.8 60.0 67.7
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wholly new semantic fields emerging from these clusters,
our qualitative analysis suggested that the single-excerpt
cluster f10g might just be more sharply characterized
by the single semantic field URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY

(see Table 2). This would, indeed, be in line with the
adults’ judgment of excerpt No. 10 as ‘‘darker’’ than the
others (Figure 3b). Nevertheless, our analysis failed to
support mss2. While for the adult group the semantic
field ACHIEVEMENT, HEROIC, REGAL did stand out as
somewhat more frequent in excerpts f1-2, 7-9g than
in the rest of the excerpts (Mann-Whitney U, p < .05),
this was not so for any of the other semantic fields. In
particular, the semantic feature URBAN, NIGHTLIFE, BUSY

did not distinguish the single-excerpt cluster f10g sig-
nificantly from the rest of the excerpts. (Applying mss2
for the children’s qualitative results yields a similar
outcome: apart from FESTIVITIES appearing more fre-
quently in f1-2, 7-9g than in the other excerpts
(Mann-Whitney U, p < .05), none of the other seman-
tic features supported the right-hand branch of mss2.)
It appears that adults’ qualitative and quantitative
responses were less in line with one another than those
of the children.

DISCUSSION

In our main study, we collected both qualitative data in
the form of free associative responses as well as quanti-
tative forced-choice data concerning selected mood and
situation variables. By hierarchical clustering, the quan-
titative results were then used to bring out structures of
associationally cohesive clusters of musical excerpts in
our sample of production music. Finally, an analysis of
the qualitative data allowed us to examine whether the
mood/situation structures arrived at could be coherently

supported by the free responses and, on this account,
understood to have a topical status. For the two mood/
situation structures mss1 and mss2, respectively derived
from the children’s and the adults’ mood and situation
responses, the results were different. It was found that
mss1 (Figure 6a) was supported by the analyses of free
responses in both participant groups, while mss2
(Figure 6b) did not receive similar support in either. The
analysis therefore suggests that both of the participant
groups, in their associative imagery, realized the topical
structure ffINTIMACYg, ffPOTENCYg, fSPEEDggg, the
content of which would be approximated by the structure
of semantic fields f(a-c), f(d-f), (g-h)gg. For ‘‘motiva-
tional’’ production music, our study hence suggests the
topical structure shown in Figure 7.

The fact that mss2 was not supported by an analysis
of the adults’ free responses could, in principle, reflect
a failure on our part to find an appropriate interpreta-
tion for the latter. There is no guarantee that no set of
semantic fields could be used to organize the adults’ free
responses so as to conform to the structure based on the
forced-choice responses. However, considering that the
adults’ free responses in fact supported the ‘‘children’s
clustering’’ mss1—even better than the children’s own
responses did—it seems appropriate to suggest that the
adults’ diverging quantitative results could be a matter
of heightened sensitivity to particular musical and/or
semantic features. Hence, while both groups’ free
responses can be accounted for by the topical structure
of Figure 7, the adults’ ipsative responses would addi-
tionally reflect their culturally developed semantic
understanding of specific, stereotypical musical textures
(cf. Hofmann, 2011, p. 181). Superimposed on a broader,
culturally shared topical map, such particularized

FIGURE 7. Topical structure of “motivational” production music.
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understandings might have arisen from young adults’
changing interests and living environments, as attested
by their overwhelming association of techno excerpt No.
10 with INTERIOR venues and DARKNESS. According to
this line of thought, enculturation processes could be
expected to diversify listeners’ extrinsic understandings,
endowing them with increasing sensitivity toward such
semantic features that are not all encodable in one hier-
archical typology. Such increasing specificity of extrinsic
response might also be suggested by the fact that
between our two clustering solutions, the one derived
from the adults’ responses was farther away from our
simple, tentative genre classifications.

One of the implications of our results is that similar
semantic associations may, even within a single musical
culture, be mapped onto several musical genres. Our
clustering solutions grouped the light classical excerpts
closely together with the MOR excerpts, and the quali-
tative analysis supported this grouping. The differences
between the two musics are evident not only in different
instrumentations—light classical using piano melodies
over strings and french horn, MOR using popular band
instruments—and the resulting timbral differences (see
Table 1), but also in the distinction between a through-
composed, ‘‘classical’’ structure and a laid-back ‘‘popular-
tune-with-accompaniment’’ approach (see Appendix A).
In our results, these genres nonetheless shared the same
semantic fields, collectively abbreviated with the label
INTIMACY. One might retort that such topical combina-
tions of several musical genres could follow from the
tendency to seek fewer clusters than the number of musi-
cal genres initially considered, but this would be to over-
look the fact that our quantitative results (concerning,
e.g., the imagined location or type of action) also suggest
quite similar listener responses across the whole INTI-

MACY topos. While different musical genres are obviously
capable of eliciting different extramusical associations (cf.
Shevy, 2008), our study also suggests that fences between
distinct semantic territories may not always be erected at
musical genre boundaries. Musical topoi in the sense of
(MT) do not necessarily have to be simply genres-cum-
meaning.

In viewing the topical structure of Figure 7, one may
ask whether it simply reproduces the three dimensions
of meaning—Evaluation, Potency, and Activity—sug-
gested by Osgood’s research using the semantic differ-
ential technique (Osgood 1976; Osgood, May, & Miron,
1975; Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957). In particu-
lar, the labels for the right-hand side of the tree bear
a clear similarity to Osgood’s results, in which certain
judgmental contexts (Osgood et al., 1957, p. 74) and
certain subject populations (indeed Finns: Osgood

et al. 1975, p. 123) evoked a fusion of the Potency and
Activity factors into a Dynamism factor.

Despite such apparent similarity of the labels used,
there is nonentheless a clear conceptual difference
between our model and the musical applications of the
semantic differential approach (see, e.g., Eitan & Tim-
mers, 2010; HaCohen & Wagner, 1997; Kendall, 2005;
Nielzén & Cesarec, 1981; Tessarolo, 1981). First, topoi
are not dimensions of meaning attribution. Unlike the
factors emerging from the semantic differential
approach, they are not based on coalescing pairs of
oppositional concepts into scales that would become the
basis for a semantic dimension. To the extent that adjec-
tival judgments of MOBILITY, for instance, contributed
to erecting the topical boundary between INTIMACY and
DYNAMISM at step 2 of our procedure, it was by gener-
ally mapping STATIC to the former and MOBILE to the
latter topical category (cf. Figure 3d), and not as in
Osgood’s scheme, where each pair of similar qualifiers
(e.g., fast-slow, active-passive) would jointly contribute
to one dimension of meaningful judgments. Likewise,
the rule-based qualitative analysis at Step 3 of our pro-
cedure involved characterizing each previously formed
cluster not with a set of semantic dimensions, but with
a definite semantic profile—not determining only the
variables, but fixing their values, too, so to speak. Sec-
ond, our topoi also cannot be completely defined by
values of ordinal variables: they would be hard to
describe as points in a multidimensional space of ord-
inally conceived judgmental dimensions. This is because
their content was not furnished solely by adjectival qua-
lifiers, but by sets of semantic fields many of which are
governed by nominal features (‘‘nature,’’ ‘‘festivities,’’
‘‘nightlife,’’, etc.). In sum, musical topoi are here under-
stood neither as dimensions of meaningful judgments,
nor as vectors of values along such dimensions, but
rather as sets of entities potentially subjected to mean-
ingful judgments (cf. the definition [MT] above). It is
therefore understandable that Osgood’s most important
meaning factor, Evaluation—with typically high loadings
for adjectival scales such as good–bad, beautiful–ugly, or
nice–awful—should be absent from our model as such.

What does our research approach reveal, then, about
the object of the case study—‘‘motivational’’ production
music? On one level, something can of course be
learned from the individual mood and situation vari-
ables. For example, in the mood questions, the partici-
pants generally preferred responding with ‘‘positive’’
terms WARM, BRIGHT, RELAXED and MOBILE rather than
with their ‘‘negative’’ opposites (cf. HaCohen & Wagner,
1997). Although this could reflect a more general ten-
dency toward positive evaluations (Boucher & Osgood,
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1969), we may note that the first three of these terms
(but none of their opposites) also occurred in the
producers’ original descriptions of the excerpts (see
Table 1). It thus appears that the producers demonstrate
considerable success in evoking positive mood imagery.
Beyond this general notion, the question concerning the
predictive value of producers’ editorial annotations is
beyond the scope of our endeavor (see Saari, Barthet,
Fazekas, Eerola, & Sandler, 2013).

More interestingly for our present concerns, the topoi
emerging from our analysis suggest that the producers
have also been able to tap more complex, but coherent
areas of extrinsic meaning—areas that we have sought
to abbreviate with the labels INTIMACY, POTENCY, and
SPEED. The complexity of these semantic territories is
shown by their being constituted out of various seman-
tic fields, none of which by itself exhausts or even prop-
erly circumscribes the whole topos. In fact, only one
of our semantic fields—U R B A N, N I G H T L I F E, BU SY—
managed to cover, by itself, as much as half of the
responses in an individual cluster. In most cases, detect-
ing ‘‘trends of shared extramusical associations in a sig-
nificant majority of a given listener population’’
required the interplay of several semantic fields. Hence,
the topical level of extrinsic meaning would correspond
to a higher level of abstraction, on which the producers
of this music are able to invoke fields of imagery con-
cerning (1) delicate intimacy, emotional subjectivity,
and nature, (2) efficacy, power, festivities, and future
potential, or (3) speed, urbanity, darkness, and sporti-
ness. One may suspect, indeed, that such a range of
imagery well covers what could be sought by ‘‘motiva-
tional’’ music. At the same time, the range of ‘‘motiva-
tional’’ production music excludes learned associations,
religious images, desperate sadness, unresolved excite-
ment, eroticism, and many other semantic fields for
which other parts of our musical cultures provide musi-
cal carriers. Almost certainly, different topical typolo-
gies would emerge from the extrinsic imagery evoked by
modern concert music in Spanish concert-goers, by dif-
ferent ragas in Indian listeners, and so on.

It seems, then, that production music is capable of
functioning as an independent and active agent of
detailed meaning formation—even without carefully
selected visual or linguistic complements. This has
interesting implications for the audiovisual use of pro-
duction music. It seems obvious that the commercial
users of this music most typically aim at attracting
attention to the intended messages of their audiovisual
productions rather than to these productions them-
selves as creative outcomes. This goal, in turn, requires
avoiding multimedial ironies and other conflicts arising

from incongruities between the music and other medial
elements. Consequently, production music is likely to be
used to reinforce visual and linguistic messages and thus,
in effect, to duplicate information presented in other
media—shifting the emphasis from ‘‘multimedia’’ to
what could be called ‘‘lateral media.’’ Because of this, the
semantic contents identified for production music may
actually give a rather accurate picture of the visual and
linguistic images and messages that would come to be
conjoined with this music in its actual contexts of use.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the introduction, we proposed that the attribution of
extrinsic meaning to music be approached not in analyt-
ical reductionist terms—as mappings achieved between
musical and extramusical features, but rather in terms of
how pieces of music are categorized within a musical
culture on the basis of extrinsic meaning attributions.
We chose to speak of such categorizations as topoi, hence
defining a musical topos as a set of musical entities (such
as pieces of music) that is delimited and coherently furn-
ished with meaning by consistent trends of shared extra-
musical associations in a significant majority of a given
listener population. For studying topical formations
within a given musical domain, we suggested a typologi-
zation procedure in which (i) quantitative variables
describing listeners’ extrinsic associations are found and
(ii) used to extract a category structure for the pieces of
music in question—one that, in turn, (iii) guides another
round of analysis of listeners’ associations in terms of
broader semantic fields, which (iv) can be used to dis-
criminate between the categories in terms of their seman-
tic content. Observing that commercial production
music provides a good example of music in which the
evocation of extrinsic meanings is appreciated and even
purposefully engineered, we chose to demonstrate the
procedure using a set of production music excerpts. Hav-
ing carried out the exercise, we may now better evaluate
the theoretical position that it was based on.

First, the perceptive reader may have suspected a dis-
crepancy between our provisional definition of topos
(MT) and the end results of our case study: in effect,
we defined topoi to be sets of pieces of music or parts
thereof, but we have ended up with collections of
semantic fields. This is exactly as it should be, and reso-
nates with the traditional understanding of topoi as
signs, encompassing both a musical ‘‘signifier’’ and an
associated ‘‘signified’’ (e.g., Agawu, 1991, p. 49). Notice
that (MT) is an extensional definition in the sense that it
identifies a topos with a class of objects, or ‘‘signifiers’’—
namely, with sets of pieces of music that consistently
elicit similar extrinsic meanings in a given listener
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population. The reason for starting out with such an
extensional definition was that our empirical method-
ology required operationalizing topoi as clusters of con-
crete, particular pieces of music. In reality, a set of pieces
of music as referred to in (MT) would naturally have to
remain open-ended. Assuming, for instance, that our
IN T I M AC Y topos has some psychological reality for
a given person, one should not expect this person to
be acquainted with all of the pieces potentially falling
within this topos—any more than understanding the
everyday concept chair requires acquaintance with all
of the entities falling within its extension. Instead, any
intuitive understanding of a topos such as INTI MACY

might be demonstrated in exactly those kinds of actions
that our participants carried out: in being able to specify
some associative meanings that fall within a broad, inter-
connected, multidimensional semantic territory. That ter-
ritory is what we have sought to elucidate by groups of
semantic fields. To adopt a trusted Fregean distinction:
while the extension of a musical topos consists of a set of
musical works, passages, or the like, the intension of the
topos—its ‘‘meaning’’ to a given musical listener, or ‘‘sig-
nified’’—would better be approximated by what we have
called semantic fields. It is only from this intensional per-
spective that musical topoi indeed are, as Ratner (1980, p.
9) described them, ‘‘subjects for musical discourse.’’

Second, the reader may wonder if we could at this
stage proceed to see what musical features lie behind
the suggested topoi of our production music sample.
While that would certainly be possible to some degree,
it would be to misunderstand our endeavor—and most
likely, to oversimplify the actual phenomenon. As Cook
(2001, p. 183) suggests, different attributions of mean-
ing to music may well be grounded on ‘‘different selec-
tion[s] of attributes from the musical trace.’’ Consider,
then, that the musical attributes anchoring the listeners’
associations might potentially include anything from
simple overall parameters (tempo, timbre, etc.) or
changes in them (registral sweeps, ritardandi, etc.)
through culturally entrenched individual features (a ris-
ing fourth to the tonic on the downbeat, a major seventh
chord, etc.) or sound types (string orchestra, distorted
lead guitar, etc.) to broad complexes of the foregoing
such as genre or style (‘‘Motown,’’ ‘‘Brahms,’’ ‘‘Italo
western,’’ etc.), and more. Consider further that any
culturally pertinent extrinsic meaning—LO V E, for
instance—will have been evoked in countless different
musical contexts in our listeners’ lives, and for each of
the listeners, love may have become epitomized in quite
individually experienced selections of music—all heard
with varying degrees of attention to the various possibly
relevant levels of musical detail. In order to approach

extrinsic meaning in music as a holistic cultural phe-
nomenon, as has been the intent in this article, one should
not expect the listeners’ understandings to be contingent
upon musical entities of uniformly similar grain. Finally,
while Cook (2001) may be right to suggest that meaning
attributions are typically constrained by some ‘‘enabling
similarities’’ between the musical and nonmusical
domains, we cannot require individual listeners’ attribu-
tions of meaning to be justified with reference to such
relationships—as might perhaps be required for musico-
logical interpretations. In other words, although cross-
domain metaphors in music often are ‘‘motivated and
selected by properties of musical material,’’ listeners’ mak-
ing sense of music by extrinsic means does not necessarily
require such ‘‘isomorphic’’ relations (Spitzer, 2004, p. 66).
A chosen extrinsic image might provide the listener with
a ‘‘perceptual pespective’’ to the music even in the absence
of tight correspondences between the musical and non-
musical domains (Oberschmidt, 2011, p. 108).

As cultural constructs, musical topoi emerge from our
musical environments only as filtered through the
understandings of a multitude of individual listeners.
Quite like musical genres (see Gjerdingen & Perrott,
2008), they can only be specified in reference to group
norms. In terms of musical categories, then, it would
be possible for some of the topoi to hinge on rough
and generic attributions, while others might be con-
tingent upon specific, code-like musical features, and
yet others—as seems most realistic—might emerge in
highly complex ways from the simultaneous cultural
interplay of various types of intuitive understandings in
the listener population. Any ‘‘muddiness’’ in the actual
musical mechanisms that are operative in the formation
of the topoi only represents a drawback from the analyt-
ical reductionist perspective, and has to be accepted if we
believe that extrinsic musical meaning is ‘‘achieved, the
product of interactive work’’ (DeNora, 1986, p. 90).

For this reason, topical structures such as the one
summarized in Figure 7 are not akin to Tagg’s (1989,
p. 25) ‘‘musically determined VVA classification’’ where
the analyst would split a category into two as soon as he
feels that ‘‘they are different in terms of musical symbo-
lisation’’ despite similar verbal responses from the lis-
teners. In our model, the music-structural coherence of
a topos is left open, and the interpretational component
of our procedure is only targeted toward understanding
the extrinsic content of the topical categories as they
emerge from listeners’ subjective interpretations. In this,
our procedure resembles other research methodologies
that involve a quantitative analysis of structure followed
by a hermeneutic analysis of the structural categories
revealed (e.g., Roller, Mathes, & Eckert, 1995).
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All in all, our project could be seen as an attempt to
provide an alternative to theories of musical categoriza-
tion that proceed on an intramusical basis (e.g, Gjerdin-
gen, 1988; Zbikowski 2002). In particular, we want to
challenge the common assumption of extramusical
signification as something ancillary to intramusical
categories—quite like the ethnomusicologist John
Blacking (1973) once opposed the research strategy of
first identifying a musical style ‘‘in its own terms,’’ and
only then viewing it in relation to its society. Previous
theorists of musical meaning have tended to view topoi
as if they were identifiable as bundles of intramusical,
stylistic features—as ‘‘familiar style type[s] with easily
recognizable musical features’’ (Hatten, 2014, p. 514).
For example, Krumhansl identifies topics by musical
characteristics and considers the perceptual role of the
categories thus demarcated, leaving aside questions
about ‘‘the specific connotations of the different
topics’’ (Krumhansl, 1998, p. 133). Similarly, Mak
describes the classical pastoral topos by listing musical
features, and continues: ‘‘[t]hese features together con-
stitute a single topical category, yet its signification is
multivalent’’ (Mak, 2011, p. 63). In this and other
similar accounts, the starting point is a musical cate-
gory that is taken for granted as such, and only there-
after explored for its various potential significations in
various cultural contexts. By contrast, we have sought
to define topoi on an extrinsic basis, thus opening the
door to potential ‘‘connotative synonymities’’ (HaCo-
hen & Wagner, 1997) between different musical-
stylistic complexes. Our topoi are not cross-culturally
identifiable musical styles with multiple significations
(in various cultural contexts), but rather intraculturally
demarcated, semantically coherent categories which
may or may not be musically homogenous.

How do people understand and use such categories?
Responding to this question would be a whole other
undertaking, but in closing we would like to point out
one potential implication of our theoretical perspective.
It is that some members of the musical world might in
fact organize their expertise much more around topical,
extrinsic meanings than on knowledge regarding some
specific intramusical categories. To the extent that the
production and dissemination of music relies on extrin-
sically focused expertise, the music-cultural system that
revolves around musical topoi will involve a kind of
a feedback loop from extrinsic understandings to fur-
ther extrinsic organization of music use. Indeed, we have
already seen an example of this. When a producer of
production music labels music as suitable for particular
contexts or moods, he or she is relying on extrinsically
focused musical expertise—and in so doing, affecting the
further shaping of our contextually specific sound envir-
onments. Here, we are touching a hugely influential area
of musical expertise that will remain hidden as long as we
refuse to consider the possibility that extrinsic meaning
in music be extrinsically organized.
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Appendix A. Transcribed examples from the 10 musical excerpts (selected passages).
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Appendix B. Sample written descriptions representing each of the eight semantic fields that emerged
from the Main study.

Semantic field Examples, adults Examples, children

(a) INTIMATE SOCIAL

RELATIONSHIPS,
SOLITUDE

‘‘Saying goodbye to a family member who is leaving
for a long journey’’ [3]; ‘‘Idyllic family gathering
in a mountain lodge’’ [5].

‘‘Some people fall in love’’ [4]; ‘‘Old friends finally
meet each other’’ [6].

(b) NATURE AND

SEASONS

‘‘A bird rises to the sky, soaring among the clouds’’
[4]; ‘‘The first day of spring. The sun is shining
and I’m having a walk outside’’ [6].

‘‘Beginning of the summer when flowers are
blossoming’’ [3]; ‘‘It’s snowing in a forest in the
night’’ [5].

(c) SENTIMENTAL,
DREAMY, FEELINGS

‘‘An illusion: happy people without worries meet
and live happily ever after together’’ [6]; ‘‘This
music could fit with a homely and warm
situation, where there are probably only a few
people’’ [5].

‘‘A girl is dreaming about something on a meadow
of flowers’’ [4]; ‘‘This could be a person who is
sad and then becomes happy’’ [3].

(d) ACHIEVEMENT,
HEROIC, REGAL

‘‘Leaving for a great adventure’’ [1]; ‘‘The end scene
of a boring Hollywood movie, in which the hero
returns after the victory and finds a woman’’ [2].

‘‘The King’s parade arrives’’ [1]; ‘‘Castle in which
knights gather after winning the war’’ [2].

(e) FESTIVITIES ‘‘Gala, prize-giving ceremony’’ [1]; ‘‘Birthday cele-
brations of a prince from a faraway country’’ [2].

‘‘The music depicts a grand ball’’ [1]; ‘‘A carnival.
The atmosphere is happy and there is a carnival
parade of some sort’’ [2].

(f) POTENTIAL FOR

ACTION

‘‘A big sports event is starting’’ [1]; ‘‘Sounded like
film music. Something significant is happening’’
[2].

‘‘Perhaps a coronation. A new queen is coming and
the people are waiting’’ [1]; ‘‘Wedding of Disney
princesses. Just when the princess is arriving,
that kind of fine music is played’’ [2].

(g) DANCE, SPORTS ‘‘1980s ‘hero’ movie. The main character is training
for the games of [his] life’’ [7]; ‘‘Disco. A lot of
people dance around’’ [9].

‘‘People are happy and dancing’’ [8];
‘‘Snowboarding’’ [10].

(h) URBAN,
NIGHTLIFE, BUSY

‘‘Streets of a busy city’’ [7]; ‘‘First I think of
a nightclub, dark, lots of people. Then I also think
of a metropolis milieu and its characteristic
bustle’’ [10].

‘‘Two figures are dancing disco opposite each other
outside on a roof wearing ninja suits‘‘ [8]; ‘‘A
train station as a speeded up version. Time is
flying by’’ [9].
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